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How to KO the Bookmakers

joginvik, Saturday 06 December 2014 - 20:59:10

Out of all of the sports that you can bet on, it would be fair to say that boxing grabs much less attention than others. This could be for
a number of reasons ??ÿý with the biggest probably being that fights between the elite are simply few and far between. Nevertheless,
everyone knows that there is a huge amount of money involved in the sport and thus, it??ÿýs possible for you to make large sums if
you can get your boxing betting offers strategy correct.

We??ÿýll now take a look at some key tips that could help improve your profits from boxing drastically.

Tip #1 Analyze recent form
This is probably the most obvious tip when it comes to boxing betting. Whether you are betting on tennis, football, horse racing or
rugby ??ÿý you need to analyze the form. As boxers partake in few fights every year, you probably only have to look back two or three
duals to get a good understanding of the position they??ÿýre in. Don??ÿýt just look at their win-loss record either ??ÿý look how they
won or lost, and who it was against. You must delve into the details to give you the best possible chance of extracting the most
information ahead of the fight.

Tip #2 Look at the boxing style of both men
Some boxers are brutes, others rely on speed and technique. You should have a firm understanding about the styles of both boxers in
the fight and then use the form analysis you have just conducted to see how they have fared against similar opponents. If you can see
that a boxer such as Nikolay Valuev always struggles against fast opponents, such as David Haye, then make sure you look for some
value bets involving a victory for the smaller fighter.

Tip #3 Take the venue into account
It could be argued that the venue in boxing is more significant than in any other sport. If you see that one of the boxers is fighting in
their hometown, they have been gifted with a fantastic advantage. Not only will they have their home crowd right behind them, but
there is a suggestion that they may receive favourable decisions by the hometown judges. Of course, the bookmakers are fully aware
of this situation and this means that you may struggle to extract value whenever you back the ???home??? choice.

Tip #4 Review what the fight means for both men
This is really something open to your interpretation and again highlights why you must have a good understanding of boxing and its
politics if you are serious about making a decent profit. Due to the staggering amounts of money that are involved in sports betting,
some fighters will merely arrange encounters just to coin in as much money from PPV views as possible. Some of these may be
aiming for one last payday and you may have to analyse a lot of information to see if any of the participants falls into such a category.
Look at his age, his recent comments and conclude whether you think he really is interested in succeeding in this fight ??ÿý or if he is
merely looking to turn up and collect his bumper pay cheque.

